Dear,

Since the shutdown began, we have sent MILLIONS of your Build The Wall petition signatures to Chuck & Nancy and showed them every poll proving Americans not only want the wall, they DEMAND THE WALL.

Sadly, they act like you don’t even EXIST, Dave. They forgot about the Hard-Working American a long time ago, and only listen to Liberal Mega-Donors and Hollywood Elites.

That’s why President Trump came up with a brilliant idea to make sure Chuck and Nancy have no choice but to listen to you, Dave.

For every $20.25 dollars raised by MIDNIGHT TONIGHT, we will send a BEAUTIFUL BRICK directly to the offices of Chuck Schumer or Nancy Pelosi.

Each brick will be etched with facts about border security to remind Democrats why WE NEED THE WALL.

Together, we can build a BIG BEAUTIFUL WALL around their offices to protect us from their radical left-wing agenda.

Please make a contribution of at least $20.25 by MIDNIGHT TONIGHT and we will send your brick directly to one of their offices.